With sixteen different table tops to choose between, Nils Juul Eilersen wanted to emphasize the beauty and versatility of the multitude of table tops that Eilersen has to offer. With the design of the new Frame table, Nils succeeded in doing just that. A simple frame to elevate the table top of your dreams.

Perfecting simplicity

How can I make the simplest table construction to enhance our marble and glass table tops? This was a question that fourth generation Eilersen, Nils Juul Eilersen asked himself before designing the new Frame table.

“I wanted to design a simple and elegant table, with a frame that was built from a modest construction. Frame consist of four laser cut steel frames assembled with 16 screws. It is the perfect backdrop to frame a beautiful tabletop,” explains Nils Juul Eilersen.

The name for the table ‘Frame’ came from this desire to design something that encapsulated our table tops – a frame.

Custom design

The Frame table is available in three different sizes, so it can fit perfectly into your living room either as a coffee table or a side table. There is an option for two table tops in the Frame table, where one is placed on top and the other one just below; it is the perfect place to store books and magazines. You can mix and match marble and glass or keep it simple with two glass plates or two marble plates. The world is your oyster.
About Eilersen

Ever since 1895, the company has focused on craftsmanship, quality and innovation. Founder Niels Eilersen was the first in Denmark to use steam to shape wood. Innovation and tradition are still hallmarks of the company that has given name and life to many classics over the years. Since the 1930s, Eilersen has produced furniture with a focus on high quality, comfort and durability. This strategy has made Eilersen a well-known and recognized brand both nationally and internationally. Eilersen is currently run by the fourth generation.